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INTRODUCTION 

From its 14th-century beginnings in Italy to its end in the 

16005, the Renaissance was marked by the revival of the classical 

spirit and expressed by the burgeoning of art, lite~atur~, and 

science. During this time, the other-worldy, spiritual focus of 

~i~dle Ages gave way to a passion for the ?resent life. ~en 

appreciated beauty and delighted in their own genius, and art ~egan 

to reflect this earthy new attitude. Its focus shifted away fro~ 

~~e pious call to holiness that typified Medieval works and 

approached a more humanistic, accessible style. ~n Medieval ~~mes, 

realistic depictions were not essential to convey ideas about the 

afterlife, but the Renaissance, in its concern for the present 

world, de~anded a more realistic style. Art b~aan to ~ove away from 

the two-di~ensional look of Medieval works and to str~ve for the 

i~pression of three dimensionality. Even in religious ?ainti~gs, 

which had the purpose of directing one's thoughts toward ~he next 

life, great care was taken to achieve the human and believable look 

of this earth, true to Renaissance ideals. Realistic rendering 

techniques such as linear and atmospheric perspective, sfumato, and 

chiaroscuro were perfected, and the use of color became important, 

resulting in the development of higher quality materials, allowing 

deeper, richer hues. 

Such progress attested to the fact that interest in art was 

~ fluorishing during this time, the age of artist Giovann~ 3ellini 

(c.1430-15l6), and no longer were the Church and the governing 

~odies the only sources of commissions. Art was becomin~ accessible 



to the common man, and people began to p~r~hase small wor~s for 

t~eir own homes. Bellini, who had done some very large altarpieces, 

also did ~a~y 3maller sized painti~gs of the ~adonna and CLild for 

private use. He did several variations of this subject, and so many 

::tore were wanted that works were also produced by ap?rer:tices who 

worked from sketches done by Bellini. 

This method of using appren~ices to help lighten the work load 

and keep up with demand worked well for the master and was quite 

typical of the quatrocento. In "mass proG.'....:.c:":-:g" wCr-k3 ur:-::'er his 

...I • . • ..... :.:::-ec':.:.on, Bellini "succeeded in so popularizi~g [;~isJ ~a..",:r:er :.~ 

V · d .... b' +- '.. . +-h f- • t . t' d . t -+-,.' ,,1 er::.ce an ~~S su Jec~ Cl~les ~ a~ l necame ~e omlnan ~~y_e. 

Considering the important position in art history that is 

~ assigned to Bellini, very little is known about him and his work. 

.-.-

In the 14COs, Gi.ovanni Bellini was an active artist, working along 

with his fat~er, Jacopo, and his brother, Gentile, in Veni~e where 

they operated a studio. Both his father and brother were skillful 

artists, and his cousin Leonardo Bellini was a painter of 

miniatures, but it was Giovanni who most firmly secured the fame of 

the family name. 

~e began his career under the direction of his father, then 

shared a studio with brother Gentile. His first signed and dated 

painting appeared in 1487, but he was almost certainly painting by 

1455. 2 His early work was heavily influenced by his father and by 

his sister's husband, &~drea Mantegna, an important artist of 

northern Italy. Soon, however, he went beyond mere imitation, 

ieveloping his own style. 

Judging from the look of his paintings, Bellini kept abreast of 
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advances in his field, developing his drawings away from ~ere 

imitation of his father and brother-in-law and switch~ng to t~e new 

oil-based 9aints that were developed about t~is t~me. Says ar~ 

historian F~ederick !-fartt, "Giovanni must have been using a medium 

containing some oi:: it is difficult to see how he could ~ave 

ob~ained such effects in any other way. ~ecent [:979] 

investigations have disclosed that he was also using varnish in 

which a certain amount of color was dissolved, not only :or glazi~g 

ef:ects but also for some actual . ... ,,3 
?a~1i.'..;lang. ~e var~ish was ~os~ 

mastic varn~2~e5 ~ave only been avai:able in the last few ~undred 

years. 4 ~is is obviously not an exhaustive account of his wor~ing 

methods, and perhaps even less is known about the man bimself. Even 

~is birthdate is shrouded in mystery. He was born ,?erhaps 

illegitimately, between 1426 and 1433 (depending upon whose estimate 

is accepted). Robertson claims 5 the date to be 1431, and roughly 

1430 seems to be generally accepted. Bellini died on November 29, 

1516, after an active artistic career that spanned at least 60 

years. This rough sketch of the master's life represents nearly all 

the major facts known about him. It is a vague picture, yet Hartt 

seems to feel he understands Bellini well enough to clai~ that he 

would have liked his position of "unknown genius": "It is in 

keeping with Bellini's character which was in the last analysis 

that we possess so little exact information about him . .,6 

PArtt paints a romantic image of an unfathomable Bellini 

charmed by his own mysteriousness, but the image is not acceptable 

to researchers. Learning more, however, is a difficult task. Study 



of legal documents of the pe~iod yields ve~y little of value, and 

Bellini's ~aintings themselves a~e often hard to trace. A good part 

of the difficulty is caused by the studio ~ethod of ?~oducticn. 

Cften no distinction was made between autog~aph wo~t{S and paintings 

by studio help. It was common fo~ all wo~ks produced in Bellini's 

shop to =e signed with the maste~/s name rega~dless of whet~er he 

~ad act~ally had a ~and in their execution. 7 

=~e problems with this tecr~ique haunt those of us who come 

:ate~. Is t~ere any way to deter~ine authorship of a ?ain~ing now, 

500 years afte~ the fact? This is t~e problem ~ac~led in this 

resea~ch, which makes use of a particular Bellines~ue worx of ~r~. 

In the Ball State Art Galle~y collection, there is a Mado~na 

and Child (in the original Italian, Madonna che Tiene il Bambino in 

?iedi), c. 1490, from the workshop of Giovanni Bellini. ~!ere is 

so~e question as to whethe~ the painting was done by app~entices or 

by Bellini himself. P~ofessional inf~ared photographs of the work 

reveal a cluster of be~~ies, possibly che~~ies that are invisible to 

the naked eye, which sees only the spray of flowe~s that appears 

there today. This discovery ~aises some inte~esting questions. ~~e 

cherries-to-flowers switch may suggest a compositional change that 

appears to have come at the hand of the maste~ himself. Could this 

i~dicate that the pictu~e is an o~iginal Bellini ~ather than a 

studio copy of a Bellini drawing executed by an apprentice? 

Scientific methods were applied in an attempt to answer such 

questions. In the hopes that photos could provide new visual 

evidence, pictures we~e taken utilizing ~ad1ation from various parts 

of the ~lect~omagnetic spectrum. 



Visible light spans wavelengths of about 400 to 700 nanometers, 

and it is this portion with which we are familiar. Inf~a~e~ lies 

be7o~d the 7izi~le ree, in the 700-9000 nm range. 

to the unaiced eye, but it has proven to be particularly useful as a 

~on-destructive tool of authentication because fil~ can be 

Only the infrared region from 700 to 900 

however, can be easily recorded on film [see Diagram 1]. :~f~ared 

radiation was used to photograph the painting. 

INFRARED 

Theory: Electromagnetic radiation can be used in cor.junction 

with infrared-sensitive film to produce an image not visi~le to the 

eye. The IR rays can penetrate the paint and varnish :ayers and 

reflect fro:!'. charcoal underdrawings, making the ?ai!1t "vanish" and 

revealing the hidden i~age beneath. IR photography is a recor~ of 

luminescence. Bombarding a surface with &~ radiation ca~ses 

excitation and stimulates energy emission from the surface, also in 

the form of EM waves. This induced light emission is called 

luminescense, which is broken down into two types. One is 

fluorescence, or luminescence that lasts only a very short time (10 

to the negative 8 seconds) 8 after stimulating radiation is removed. 

Phosphorescence is the second type of luminescence and 

describes lu~inescence that lasts well after the excitation source 

has been discontinued. 

It is luminescence of the fluorescence type that was used here 

to make a visual record of the painting. ?hotos were also taken 
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,- using reflected IR. 

In fluorescing IR, the light sources are encased in blue-green 

filters wh~ch absorb IR radiation, and the camera lens ~s filtered 

to absorb all visible light. By this method, IR wavelengths do not 

the subject, and all IR that reaches the plane of t~e fi:~ ~n 

~~e camera ~s then a result of fluorescence excited by wavelentns 

that were allowed to travel from the light source [see Diagram 2AJ. 

Since different material compositions fluoresce at different rates, 

an ~~age can be formed that is often quite unli~e :~e ~ne vis~ble ~o 

'::l.e eye. 

In reflectance, the second method used, the IR wave:engt~s 

allowed to pass from the light source to the picture. ~~y 

lumi~escence these cause will travel to the camera and ~e recorded -
on film. &~y of the original IR radiation reflected from the 

subject surface and traveling to the camera will also be recorded 

[see Diagram 2BJ. The top layers of paint and varnish are 

transparent to IR, and the IR is reflected from drawing under the 

visible surface. 

To aid in the formation of an entirely IR-formed image, both 

light source and/or camera lens can be filtered to screen out 

visible light. Here, red filters were used to block violet and blue 

visible light. Various filtering methods were used to determine the 

~eans to record the best image. Three methods were tried, each 

eliminating progressively more of the visible light until in the 

third setup, all visible light was blocked. ,- Photography by IR can be done with a standard 35 mm SLR camera 

in a ~anr.er very s~~~~ar to typical visible-light photography, but 
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some adjustments must be made. Infrared-sensitized film is needed. 

Only one type of 35 mm IR film is generally availa~le. Since it is 

so sensitive to a range of wavelengths, it m~3t be loaded ~r. tota: 

darkness so IR radiation does not penetrate at the felt-lined 

~agazine 3lots and fog film. 9 Film can be stored for up to several 

~onths if kept under the right conditions. It sho~ld ~e stored at 

or below 55 degrees Farenheit lO and should ~e allowed to stand in 

ream temperature for two hours ~efore use if ~efrigerated, four to 6 

hours if it was in a freezer. This prevents moisture condensation 

cn cold film. 

~e film :3 sensitized to respond to infrared waveler.gt~s ~ut 

also responds to visible violet, blue, and red light as ~.Jell as some 

~ ultraviolet wavelengths, so it is necessary to filter out unwanted 

radiation. In general, blue-green filters are used on the light 

sc~rce to absorb IR radiation, and a glass opaque filter over the 

camera lens blocks all visi~le light. ll 

The focal point of IR radiation is not the same as that of 

visible light, but closer to the camera. For this reason, one 

should focus on the nearest edge of the subject. At infinity 

focus for visible light, an average correction of .25 percent of 

focal length is added to the lens-to-film distance. This means 

basically that the focal point should be brought slightly in front 

of the object. In general, this is adequate adjustment to produce 

good pictures. For photographing a painting, however, which is too 

flat to have any real "near edge," the .25 percent focal length 

correction should be made. It may be easiest, however, simply to use 

a lens marked for IR focusing. Most good lenses have this feature. 



- It is simply a red index mark. The subject should be broug~t into 

sharp focu~ while the lens is unfiltered. The distance t~at appea~s 

opposite the r.cr~al index mark should then be ~oved so it ~s 

opposite the red infrared index mark. The focal point has now been 

adjusted somewhat nearer for infrared, and filters can be attached 

d th ub · .. ... h d 12 an e s Jec~ pno~ograp e . 

It should be kept in mind, however, that even when focused 

correctly, IR 'photos are not as sharp as panchromatic ones: "Since 

le~s aberrat~ons have bee~ corrected for panchromatic ?tctGsra?hy, 

~,.,. t . t . .... - +-. "'h _",,\,,13 " .. e anas ~gma ~sm 1.S no"" as pertec .... ln 1.. ... e l .. ~. 

3cat~ering a:so redt..:ces i:nage resolution, result.ir.g in the 1f30f~1I 

image that characterizes ~R photos. 

~ Normal photoflood lights were used here, but electronic flash 

uni ts can ,3.:50 be used. Exposure time, however, must :;e 

exper~~ented with because IR films are not given an ASA (fil~ 

"speed") rating since the exposure depends on the light source. 

A very general ASA rating of 64 is estimated fer Kodak High S'peed 

Infrared Film when used under tungsten lighting. 14 ~~is, ~cwever, 

is an estimate only. The addition of filters will lengthen exposure 

times and lens-to-subject distance will vary them also. is best 

to shoot a test roll or at least to bracket exposures. 

SESSION I: INFRARED 

APP&~TUS: 35 mm camera, filters (gelatin and glass) for caree~a and 
l!ghts, two tungsten photoflood lights with barn doors and diffusion 

-- screens, infrared film, tripod, yardstick 

PROCEDURE: 
1. SET UP: Set lights at roughly a 45 degree angle to paint!ng and 
four feet high. Put camera on four-foot tripod (even with 

" 



DIAGRAlVI 3 

A 7 feet 
B 5 feet 

C 5 feet 

LIGHTS 
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painting's center). 
Diag. #:3J. 

Keep lights behind camera to avoid g:are [see 

2. ~UORESCENCE: Shoot 11 photos at [-5.S. 

on lights: Kodak gelatin filters numbers S77 (~edium Blue Green)and 
858 (Light Green Blue). These block infrared radiaticn. 

on camera: the "reds": Kodak gelatin filters numbers 828 (Follies 
?inx), 819 (Orange-Amber), and 806 (Medium Lemon) which ~lock 
visi::'le light. 
exoosures (in seconds) 
1/60, 1/30, 1115, liS, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 

.., ~ 
J. .. .... R.=...:_ECTANCE: Shoot 9 photos at f-5.6 . 
f~lters 

on lights: the reds 
~n ca:nera: :. Orange-Amber and 1 Medi~m ::'er.ton (which :,:'cc:{ visib:e 

light} 

:/:25, 1/60, 1/30, 1115, 
~ ~~UCED VISIBLE: 

en lights: 2 sets of reds 

1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2 
Shoot 8 photos at f-4. 

on camera: 2 Orange-Ambers, 2 Medium Lemons ,. . ... . 
~.:.qn .... .:.nq 
Because of 

and 3C. 
exposures 

technical difficulties, only one light was used 

1/60, 1/30, 1115, l/S, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2 
c. NO VISIBLE: Shoot remaining film at f-4. 

on light: 2 sets reds 
on ca::1era: inf!:ared glass filter (which trans~its o!"'.ly IR) 

exposures 
1/125, 1/60, 1/30, IllS, lIS 

in 33 

The same basic shooting arrangement was repeated (Session II) 

with the addition of polarizing filters to acheive a clearer image. 

Polarizing filters greatly increase exposure times, so it is 

necessary to be aware of filter factors in judging exposure times. 

SESSION II: Polarized Infrared 

APP~~S: camera, filters 
lights, and colored gelatin 
photofloed lights with barn 
for liqhts, extension cord, 

(IR glass, polarizers for camera and 
filters), IR film, tripod, two tungsten 
doors and diffusions screens, t!:ipods 
yardstick 

, C'i:""'I" TTL). _ . v__ -...; ..... Place lights at rcug~l7 a 45 deg~ee angle to t~e 



pai~ting and even with center of painting, polarizers in frent of 
lights, camera en tripod at four feet 

2. CALIBRATE POLARIZERS: Se~ up lights, turn one off a~d s~ine 
one en ?ainting to produce a reflection (put a piece of g:ass in 
front of picture for a more visible reflection). Turn polarized 
filter on camera until reflection cancels. ~en turn t~at light off 
and t~e other light on. Leave camera filter alone; turn the filter 
over lighted lamp until reflection cancels. ~~en the light is 
?o:'arized. Shoot with IR set up like that of S::::SSIO~ I. Tu.rn eff 
A:~ :ights but the polarized ones. 

3. A. Focus, adjusting for infrared. (Focus normally without a 
:- i: ter. Distan::e that appears oppos i te nor::lal inde:.: ::1ar:·{ sho~lld. 
then ~e moved to the red index mark for infrared. Attach filter and 
sh?ot. ~emernber, ev~n wit~ lens f~§used correctlY',IR, ?hot~s are 
nc:: as sn.arp as ?ancnromatlc O!1es. ) Take a nor:r.a..:. ~'n.ot:o ::: or 
comparison using no filters. Record f-stop, expcsur~ ti~e, and 
I event'-...:.a::'ly) negative number. 

~ From this step on, use the IR glass filter over lens and 
::a~era-iliounted ?olarizer. :or this part, read light meter at :-4, 
ar:G. 5e": exposure as it ought to be when the fi::' ter factors ,J.re taken 
into consideration. Light meter, however, is only as reliable as 
your ASA guess is good. 

~ Recommended ASA Settings For Tungsten Light: 
No filters: ASA 200 
With Kodak Wratten filters 25, 29, 70, or 89B: ASA 

125 
Kodak filter 87 or 88A: ASA 64 
Kodak filter 87C(visually opaque): ASA 25 

Filter factors: IR glass filter: double exposure ti~e 
Polarizing filter: 2.5 X or increase f-stop ~y 1 1/3 

~u~N OUT GALLERY LIGHTS, only polarizing filters on light3, 
Shoot 5 pictures in range of exposure times determined above. 
Record shutter speed, f-stop, and (after film is developed) negative 
number. 

C. Camera filters: IR glass & polarizers (same as in B) 
Lights filters: all the reds (3) & polarizers 
f-2.0 
shoot exposures 1115, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 3 
record negative numbers 

D. Camera filters: same as in part B 
lights filters: only 2 of the reds (I used Orange-Amber 
and Medium Yellow) 
f-2.0 
exposures 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1 
record negative numbers 

E. Camera filters: same 
Lights filters: Medium Blue Green and Light Green Blue 

~ f-2.0 
exposures: 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 3 
record negative numbers 

F. C!:.OSE UPS OF C:!ERRIES AREA ~ove the ca:n.era in and r:~cord 
new camera distance and new lights distance. Ca~er~ 
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filters remain the same. 
Lights filters: the reds and polarizers 
f-2.0 
exposures: 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 3 
record negative n~~bers 

G. MORE CLOSE UPS, changing only the filters on tbe lights: 
lights filters: Medium Blue Green, Light Green Blue, and 
polarizers 
f-2.0 
exposures: 1/8, 1/4,1/2,1,2,3 
record negative numbers 

Xeep in mi~d that lI?olarizing filters in gene~al are low in 

':~ei~ ?olarization of IR."16 Special IR polarizers can ;,;e 

?~rc~ased, but were not available for this shooting session. 

Sne detail photo was chosen for computer colori=ati~~. 

The Ar-':r-on computer gr-aphics software enables a sli-::'e, :::::--~:Jto, 'Jidec 

frame, or drawn image to be altered, either with tbe "draw" 

f~nction, which allows drawing directly on the computer i~age, or 

the "?aint" function. This function allows an image ':.:J ~e 

categorized into a range of grays, and then a color ~ay ~e 

ar=i':rarily assigned to any gray. ~is ~ethod sometines establishes 

good contrast and hence a better view of suspect areas [see 

Photographs sectionJ. 

ULTRAVIOLET 

In the interest of thoroughness,the painting was also subjected 

to ultraviolet photography. Ultraviolet wavelengths are shorter than 

visible light wavelengths and lie just beyond the violet end of the 

- spectrum at 10 to 400 nm [see Diagram IJ. As with IR, these 

wavelengths are invisible but may be captured on film. 

~:traviclet radiatic!'1 is generally broken down i!'1to :our 
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categories. Longwave UV lies just beyond visible violet (from 400 

to 320nm). Normal glass will transmit these waves, and it is ~ere 

in ~he longwave UV that photographs are generally taken. 

The middle UV spans a range from 320 to 280nm. A band within 

this range C295-320nm) causes tanning in human skin, but a nor~al 

glass camera lenses will not transmit in this range. To shoot 

middle UV photographs, a special quartz lens is needed. 

Shortwave JV continues the progression into shorter 

wavelengths; these are from 280 down to 200nm. "Sunburn" damage to 

t~e eyes will result from a look into a light source emi~ti~g in ~~e 

s~ortwave range. 

The fourth category is vacuum UV which includes the remainder 

of the UV, from 200 down to 10 nm, which is the upper limit of X 

rays. These wavelengths are present in sunlight but are absorbed by 

the atmosphere, so they are generally only detected in t~e vacuum 

. t f 17 env~ronmen 0 space. 

Since the camera used here is fitted with a glass lens, not 

quartz, only the longwave UV could be used for taking photogtaphs. 

Unlike the IR photography case, normal panchromatic film can be 

used to take UV photos because the silver halide crystals contained 

in all photographic emulsions are naturally sensitive to UV 

radiation. Therefore, normal Pan-X, Plus-X, or Tri-X films are 

suitable as well as easily obtainable and inexpensive. But since 

these are also sensitive to visible wavelengths, the key to 

obtaining a wholly UV image lies in the filtering. The Simplest 

means of allowing only UV radiation to reach the film plate involves 

the use of a Kodak 18A filter or its equivalent. This filter blocks 



all visible wavelengths, allowing only ~J to pass. 

The lig~t source, too, is a consideration. A source wh~c~ 

e~its a large percentage of longwave UV radiation is dcs~~ed. 

Sunlight is an obvious c~oice since it emits a sufficient amount of 

~he desired wavelength, and it can be used as the so~r~e 8n dry, 

sunny days. Indoor lighting is always more easily controlled, and 

therefore preferable, and a must for photographing unstable subjects 

l:'ke art ob~ect.s. There are several indoor sources t!'lat can wo,:·\: 

(electronic flash lamps, arc lamps, mercury vapor 
~ q 

la.:nps),--

?er'~aps the simplest choice is fluorescent tubes" or 1I~:'3.~;~ :'i::hts .. !' 

~ese can be ~ought in :our-foot lengths that are conven:'en~ :or 

illuminating large areas. Electricity discharges through the gas in 

~. the blackl ight tube,. causing it to ionize and give off 

..--... 

electromagnetic radiation in the green, blue, and UV ranges. The 

tube's insides are coated with a shortwave a~sorbing phcs?hor. 

Longwave L~ and some visible light are emitted, and it is then only 

necessary to filter these latter out to obtain a completely 

L~-generated image. 

To take the photographs, there are a few more necessary bits of 

information: film speed and focusing methods. There is no set ASA 

rating for UV film. The film is assigned an ASA rating by the 

manufacturer, but it is meant as a reference number for visible 

light only, not UV radiation. Ultraviolet ASA is a matter of guess 

work, though film speed is generally much slower. For example, ASA 

400 film drops to roughly ASA 10 when used for UV Photography.19 

Exposure times for UV are generally much longer, and filter factors 

should be considered. Short of shooting a test roll, ~here is no 



- exact way to determine ASA. A good guess and bracketi!1g exposu:res 

~!ll usually remedy this proble~. 

".3 wi t:L IR, the TN f oC3.l point is not t~le sa:::e as '::-.. e visual 

focal point. Whereas the IR focal poiint is somewhat nearer the 

camera than the visi~le focal point, the TN focal point is somewhat 

farther away from it. To achieve sharp TN focus, one ca~ focus 

visually, then decrease lens aperture to increase depth of field. 

35m~ c~~eras generally have lenses with short focal lenths, and a 

~ec~ease of ape~ture at least two f-stops below wide open will 

~enerally focus the UV image. 20 

~y expe~iments, I used this focusi~g ~ethod and also ':ried. 

putting an index mark on the focusing ring that was as far from the 

center mark as the IR index mark but in the opposite direction. 

Below is the procedure followed for the TN photos (Session 

TTT, _____ I_ ':':'..e session was repeated using a Xodak 18A filter over 

~a~era lens (Session IV). filter bars all visible light from 

the film but allows TN to penetrate, creating an entirely 

~ltraviolet-formed image. ~o compensate for the decrease in 

electromagnetic radiation that penetrates the filter, exposure .. ' 
",~mes 

had to be lengthened. The 18A is assigned no filter factor by the 

manufacturer, but a polarizing filter has a 2.SX filter factor and 

an 18A blocks more than a polarizer. I guessed it to be roughly JX 

and used a range of exposures with good results. 

SESSIO~S III and IV: longwave ultraviolet 

APP"~S: 35 mm camera, Pan-X black and white film (here, ASA 
~400), blacklight source, tripod, light tables, extension cord, Kodak 

UTT7 -F'"! ~ "l 8A f . , ~ f ddt' ;v _~_wer ~ , ~.wer rame, an a ap er r~ng 

NO~S: Ultraviolet ASA is a matter of guesswork. ~wenty ~3 my 



,-
ca~e~a's lowest setting, so I set ASA to 20 and then kept in mind 
adjustments should leave light meter needle pointing towa:::-d the "+" 
di~ection. UVexposures are generally much longer than 7isible 
exposures. 
Focal lengths a~e shorter than visible fecal lengths (opposite of :R 
pictures) . 
u~J pictures are generally low contrast; develop for h:~~ :ont~ast to 
co!Itpensate. 
Nhe~ shooting, :urn off all lights except the tTV sources. 

1. MEASUREMENTS: Set up like the previous two sr..ootin; sessions 
and take position !Iteasurernents of light-Co-picture a~d ca~e~a-to
picture distance. 

2. ~JLL-SIZE SHOTS: 
A. Focus visually, then increase f-stop (biqge~ nt.:.~er, :r.o~e 

de?t~ of :ield) by two stops or more. Shoot 6 photos. Recore 
negative number, exposure time, and f-stop of each photo. 

B. Focus visually, turn fccus ring to tape ~ark, shoot six 
pictu~es, recording the same infor~ation. (~e tape ~~~~ 
represented my estimate of the index mark necessary for prope~ 
focusing of UV waves. I set it the same distance from t~e center 
line as the IR index mark, but in the opposite direction.) 

3. Repeat I above using a close up of the cherries area as subject. 
Record the same information for pictures shot by the two foc~sinq 
methods. 

4. Repeat I above using a close up of the upper right co~ner (the 
suspicious arc area) as subject. Record information. 

5. !f there is extra film, shoot more close ups of the cherries 
area and full shots at different exposure times or i-stops. Record 
in:or-:nation. 

ANALYSIS 

The ultraviolet photographs provided little useful information. 

The image on the canvas surface barely shows, and the photos are 

obscured by the heavy varnish, revealing only surface damage which 

is considerable [see Photographs section]. But the infrared photos 

suggest evidence which doesn't allow us to dismiss this painting 

as t~e work of a Bellini apprentice with a clear conscience. ~nile 



~ the present painting shows a spray of flowers, t~e infrareds s~ggest 

t~ere ~as once a cluster of berries, probably cherries, above the 

f~owers. 

If Bellini painted the picture, it is quite possi~:e he ~ay 

~ave crawn in the fruit as he had in many ot~er 
. ., 

sJ.mJ.~ar 

composi~ior.s [see Figures 1 and 2], changed his mind anc pai~t~~ 

insteac t~e flo~ers that we see there today. If an apprentice w~re 

painting the work from sketches and directions given ~y 3el.:::'::.i, :1.e 

~ay net have had the freedom of working through i~eas fer 

:cmpcsitianal elements, ~~t would ~ake a ---.~ .--"- - :"'-J -'-

~lready set :ar him, painting in f~owers ~ithout ~~es~::'J~. 

?ossi~ly t~e painting was completed (by Bellini or an a.??rent::'~e) 

and sold to a new owner who then had repainting done to it, 

cQncealing the cherries and acding the flowers. 

occured in other areas of the painting, and painting a picture to 

"::latch" ot!1.ers in a collection was not an unccilimon ?ractice during 

the Re~ai5sance. Or Bellini could have worked en it, ch~~ged the 

~~erries, then had an apprentice finish it. 

I believe the painting contained the cherries (visi~le or not) 

by the time it left the studio. X rays of t~e work shew that 

certain areas including the cherries show outlines in fine, white 

lines. "Presumably, these lines originally were grooves incised 

t~e gesso, done perhaps when the cartoon was transferred to t~e 

panel,,,2l perhaps via some form of pounce bag technique. Thls 

transfer co~ld have been done by Bellini or an ap~rentice, but the 

__ fact that the cherry outlines are incised rules out the possibility 

of some later owner _~ainti~g the che_~r __ ~es. ~ey ~·~erp ~ .... he ~~tenr of __ .;.. ~l 'N _ •• ..... • ~ 
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FIGURE 1 

(Heinemann, Plate LXXV 3j 
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FIGUrtE 2 

"- (Heinemann, Piate LXXII) 



the original artist. 

Histor~ca~ documentation on the painting itself y~elds :~ttle. 

Records we~e found to be incomplet2. Ba~l State has ~~d ~~e ?:~~~re 

en per:nanent loan from the Ball Foundation since January 17, , Q"-' 22 
--',:)~. 

It received the work from E. Aurthur Ball, .... .... ::e 

~ork fro~ the ~ildenstein Galleries. This organization was 

established in 1875 in Paris by Nathan Wildenstein. Son Georges, 

director of the Gazette des Beaux Arts since 1928,23 took over t~e 

ga::2ry i~ 1934. He was acting president ~~til 1959, an~ ~ow ~i: 

~r:l~c~es in New York, London, and Beunos Aires 
)(! 

as well as ?aris.--

Ball State's painting came into New York via ?ar:s and ~ears 

~ three Paris customs stamps. It is not known, however, w~en or from 

wr.Oill t~e ~'Ji:denstei!'ls received the painting, or even wh~c~ 

Wil~enstein obtained it, although Fritz ~eine~ann ~ention~ t~a~ the 
")1:; 

painting was in Wildenstein's possession in 1930.~~ ~cwever, t:-~~ 

painting is referred to by Berenson in a letter to t~e Wil~en3tein 

Galleries in 1928, so it is probable that they were in possession of 

the painting by the middle of 1928 at the latest. ~e o~ly ct~er 

name mentioned in the provenance is that of the Comtesse Ducroq. 

This name is unverified and no dates are connected with it. 

provenance is fairly unhelpful. 

Neither is mention of the painting likely to be found in books. 

~ore common is coverage of the sister painting to Ball State's (see 

Figure 3]. This painting is at the Gla5go~ ~useum d A ~ ~ '" . w an r_ ua.~ery ~n 

Scotland. Correspondence was establish~d with the A5si5t~~t Ke~per 

of Fi~e Art there. Co~parisons will ce~~ai~ly =e ~ece5sary :or any 



1,1, StuJio ot Giovanni Ikllini, B"rbai"i .Hlld"IIIILI, WooJ, 62'2,' .J7'6, Glasgow Art 
Gallery and Muscum, Durrell Collection 

FIGURE J 

(Heinemann, Plate L~,{VIII a) 
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real decision on the authenticity. At least one important art 

conne~sse~r accepts the Ball State version as a~thentic. Bernard 

3er~~son, in a letter to the Wildenstein Galleries dated ~~r.e 1, 

1928, said, 

~e COT.pos~tion is well known to me, and I am acquainted 
with other versions of it ... The picture is an autograph 
work ~y Giovanni 3ellini painted about 1490. [It ~3 not 
~~ow~ when or where he examined the painting to make this 
decision.] 
~~e words 'Z~an Bellino' are scarcely a signature ~ut as 
good as, for they must have ~een put there, as I pledge from 
the style of the letters, about 1510, certainly within the 
life 0: the master. By that time, he was already so :a~cus 
that the owner wou14shave thought it worthwhile to put the 
name on the pane:."-

Although Berenson is well respected, some doubt his motives in 

verifying the authenticity of paintings. A report done recently at 

the Glasgow Museums and Art Galleries states probably quite 

rightfully that "it is general knowledge that art historians were 

often quite willing to provide such documents [authenticating 

. .... ] f ~ d' f .... l' f ,,27 pa~n~~nqs or ar~ ea.ers or qu~~e sma_~ sums 0 money. 

~.e report goes on, however, to quote from the di~ry of ~ary 

Berenson a section that addresses this matter. It relates the story 

of Berenson's rejection of an offer of money in exchange for 

"certain attributions," and Ms. Berenson states that her husband 

would not "be classed with Gronau, van Hadeln, and Venture and the 

rest who exchange atestations for bank notes. ,,28 

This speaks well of Berenson, though it must be noted that he 

did wor~ for Wildenstein's. Whether his statement that the Ball 

- State version is an original work is an honest one can only be a 

matter of speculation. There seems to be no good evidence that 

Eerenson was "bought," but it ::'3 a possibility that can't quite ~e 



eli.:ninated. 

It is interesting, however, to find Gronau listed in Ms. 

Ee~enson/s diary among t~ose who would sell atestations. Ee wrote a 

th t · . t f' h ('" 1 !l ~ ~. • 29 glowing testimonial to the au .en lCl Y 0 ~le u_asgow ~e_~:nl. 

What, then, c~~ be said of Ball State's Madonna & C~i:d? ~e 

historical documentation available on the work is inconclusive at 

best, arguable or contradictory at worst. ~e provenance is vague, 

and, given available resources, the picture's whereaDo~ts seem 

t.:.~t:::"aceable bef:Jre 1930, leavi:1g abo~t 400 yea:::";;, of t> .. e ?ai~ti:;g' s 

e:'{istance unaccounted. for. ~o add to our c::m:'.1sic:-:, sc:r:e :l.is~oc:.an.s 

aware of the work descredit it as a 3ellini, Heinnemann can't ~e 

s~re,30 and Berenson names it autograph. 3l 

~ Heinemann lists in his book nineteen var~ations of the original 

Bellini composition. Some of these were done by the master and some 

by his apprentices. 

Of the nineteen versions, I have seen photographs of only four, 

two of which are definitely attributed to others [see Figures 4 and 

5]. Of the 19, Heinemann attributes most of them to assistants. 

There are two, however, which he seems in doubt about: the 

Glasgow's, which he commebts on as very clean but ?robably aut~entic 

(" molto pulito, rna probabilmente autentico" 32 ), and the Ball State 

painting, about which he says, lithe original is not known to me" (a 

rather surprising statement as he is familiar with the Glasgcw 

painting and believes it to be authentic). He also is unsure about 

the authentiCity of Ball State's version, asking whether it could be 

original (lie originia?") then saying that perhaps its rather square 

dimensions contest its authenticity. 
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FIGURE 4 

(Heinemann, p. 348, 388;36c) 
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It measures 67.3cm x 54 (26 1/2 in x 2~ 1/4). Glasgow's is 

75c:':'. x 52 (28 3/8 x 20 ~/2in). 'The G~asgow is 7 7/8" :onger t!1an 

wide, and Sa~: State's is 5 1/4" longer t~an wide, :eavi~~ on:y a 2 

5/8 II difference between t!1e two. This hardly see:-:lS to ::te to te 

~ro~nds for dismissing it as inauthentic. 

Perhaps of more significance wo~ld be the dat,~s of ~~e wc~:·~s. 

(': , d'·~· ~ 1475,33 uhereas U ,. ~, .~ . ,,;~asgow a ~es l .... S plece a~ ..,.. .. e _neman .. on_y says :. '"' lS 

~~t 2air.te~ after 1489. 34 Ball State's is dated at a??roxi~ate:7 

1490, at whic!1 time Bel:i~i woYl~ have ~een in the 5t!1 decade 0: ~i3 

one to 15 years if these dates were both indeed correct, or t~e 3a:: 

State work could predate the Glasgow piece if the 1490 date is of: 

~ by as little as one year. Even if Ball State's is t~e later piece, 

is not necesssarily a copy of the earlier one as 3e::ini was 

£~ow~ to rework a particular problem years after ~i3 

first version, sometimes rethinking the i~age and bringing it to a 

sli~~tly different conclusion. 

~t ~as been s~ggested35 that the Ball State version's inc:u3ion 

of a landscape lessens the intensity of the scene between Mother and 

C.~ild, and this flaw could not have come from the hand of Bellini. On 

t~e other hand, the painting exhibits a subtle tension betweer. t~is 

world and t~e next that eptiomizes the sense of balance 30 i=portar.t 

during the Renaissance. The Virgin and Child are physically distanced 

from the world of man {represented by the landscape i~ the cistance 

and the ledge that separates the two figures from the viewer)r yet 

masterful~1 hlli~anized by their three dimensionality and play:ul, eve~ 

e~deari~g, ?cses. ~.e Christ Child playfully dang~es :lcwers on a 
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str~ng as His Mothe~ watches patiently, yet her face is sornbe~, as if 

ste w~~ers~an~s what future Fate has i~ store fo~ ~er ~.i:~. ~~2 

::~cw:::::g ex?~ession serves as anothe~ link to the next :ife, 

~ea~~i:~lly balancing the painting. ~e presence of a ~a~:and i", 
~ .. 

1~~~3c~pe is i~teresting and does not seem to be a common 

~~a~ac~erist~c of Belli~i, yet the device has bee~ used at lea~t ~~ce 

in other works of his [see Figure 6]. 

A~a17s~s, ~owever, is hampered by the condition of the ?aint~~g. 

a??raxi=ately 500 years of age, the wo~k is di~ty, a~~ t~ere __ a 

t~~~k patina of var::ish that is s~bject to blush ~~d blooming. 

of the ?ainting's con~ition: Sc~::':erec. "'_- - _1.(" 
-"-,,:;,.\-- ... 

spots in X ::ays an~ :R photographs "do not have the cha~acter of 

flaked losses and may indicate damage by some corrosive l~ent or 

?erhaps by fire ... The IR photograph(s] show ... damage which has been 

cave~ed. by ~etouching. ,,36 ~is retouching · ..... as not 3.1~..Jays :::'O:1e r..Ji~h 

utmost care, it seems. As we read fu~ther, we fi:'1d that ~n "the 

?ro?er right hand of the Child and possibly in the ?rope~ righ~ ~a~d 

of the Vi~gin also, there is a disagreement in the drawing ... ':'his 

revision, probably by a restorer. ,,37 

It should be noted that a thorough cleaning can make an 

appreciable difference, as the Glasgow Museum and A~t Galleries can 

well appreciate because its Bellini "had become 

38 and. repaint as to be attributed. to a pupil." 

so disfigu~'ed dirt 

The Ball State painting is scheduled to undergo complete 

technical analysis under a grant from the Institute of Museum Services 

in Washingtor., D.C., and doubltess no conclusion can ~e ~ade 

~espon3i~ly wit~out the information frc~ this report a~d photogra?ns 



.,,-.. of the Glasgow Be 11 i:1i . 
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(Heinemann, p. 23, 21;11) 
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APPENDIX A 

DEVELOPING NECA':'IVES 

(with all due credit to La~ry nr~harn) 

'::e~c.ed: ther:morneter-,t~3.nk with ca? ar:c. r-eel" t.ru..ys, :.:r~err.:':"'=:~_:5 ~=:-:S, 
s':op bath, fixer, Hypo Clear, Photo '!:=':o), ti:ner, clot:-lcsp~ ~::3, 3r::'S:30r3, 
~~~nel, grad~ated cylinder 

, .... .., 
'- . 

~ 
'T. 

~ :. . 
6. 
7. 

Q 
,~ . 

Put c~emica:s in temperature-regulating tray to cool to =8 ~egrpe3 
Arr3.nge developing tank, reel, COV'2~"', ct!1d SC2.<3S0t"'~3 3·:; :'0',.: CL,~~ ::~.:' 
ther.: in the dark 
":.i~--l~!1 out lig'bLts; 
Re::',ove film from 

make sure 
camera in 

?~t film on reel (practice 
Put reel in tank and cover 

room has no :ich': 
total darkness 
with exposed f~~~ 

lea:·:s 

Pour in D-76 for 11 minutes at 68 degrees or D-19 
Agitate every 30 seconds. Pour developer back i~ 
In the same manner, use 
a. stop bath for 30 seconds, 
b. fixer for 5-10 minutes (Rapid ~ixer 2-4 min) 
'_. wash wi ':h water 30 secor-.ds 

~y?o Clear :-2 ~inutes 
e. ~N,3.S~. 5 ::l=-!':~tes in rl..!r.~ing wat0~ 

P:-.l.cto Flo 1 :::i~;utc or so (o?tic:-:::.l) 
9. ~e=o7e film f~c~ reel, run it betw~en ~~:-:ge~3 ~c ~~~:~? ~XC?~~ 

water 
lO. ~ry ~ust free 



APPENDIX B 

PRINTI~JG CONTACT Si~Er:.·,:,'S 

(Swedlund, p.197) 

:7"SE:)ED: contact pri:1ter, 9ri.~ting papt:;r-, c~J.er:1:_·::als (:;~.~;·:::c~ cli~\ .. ~:-·~ 
stop bat~, fixer, Hypo Clear), trays, timer 

,., .... 
~ 

-' . 
~ . 

5. 
6. 
..., , . 
q 
. ..; . 

~a%e test strips for exposure time 
Clean dust from negatives 
C?en ~ack of proofar (contact pri~ter) an~ 
P~t negatives on ~la55, e~u13ion side up. 
safelig'ht 
?"..:': paper emulsion side down in proofer 
Replace prcofer bacK; lock in position 
Turn proofer over and expose 
Develop strips as instructed in Appendix C. 

,-.. ... ~-:::. ...... __ 1---.- _ ':: .. - ... ~ :~ ~ ""' 
'- - -~ ....... 



APPENDIX C 

PRINTING FROM NEGATIVSS 

(from the handouts of Larry Graham) 

:'~"s:::DE!): ?!"ir.ting paper, ea3e:"" chemicals (~e~~tol c.ilute,~~4~:,~. t.:l~:-:, 
fixer, Hypo Clear), focus finder, negative hO:'cer, ti~er; ~:.~ys, ~ape, 
pa:~~ ~rus~ :cr dusting 

., 
..) . 

Set trays in this order: a. Dektol ~. stC? ~ath :. ~fx~r '_. ~Y?O 
Clear Turn on safe light; turn off lights 
7ape negative in holder, put i:'1 enlarger, t~lr:'1 en2..ar::;er C:-r1 

Dtlst negative 
1. Focus and compose image on easel 

(.: 

"'7 , . 
8. 

- (L 
1 (\ _ \J • , , - .... 
, 'J 

- : . 

T~rn off enlarger; on ease:, place ~est so !t co~~:: ~ 3a~?:2 
~ark and light image areas 
Sxpose gradually for a series of short exposures 
Develop 90 seconds, drain 10 seconds 
Stop bath 30 seconds, drain 10 
Fix 3 minutes (after 2 minutes, lights can ~e tur:'1ec 0:'1) 

Choose best exposure; set timer for that exposure ::i!"C,e 
Redust and refocus negative if nece5s~ry 
Expose full sheet; dodge and burn if necessary 
~evelop as in steps 7-9, then 
~ash at least 20 minutes i:'1 water 
D~y completel~t {f·:lee d8~ on ;:e2. ~ :f , ~ co ... ~r~ 

'A .. ; ..... ~ 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

ANASTIGMATISM: Not astigmatic; in pa~ticula~, a lens that's been 

ASA: 
co~~ected fo~ astigmatism 

Fo~ Ame~ican Standa~ds Association, which evolved a system 
designed to ~ate the speed o~ light sensitivity of 
photographic materials (Swedlund, p. 399) 

BURNING: P~inting technique fo~ allowing rest~icted a~eas of an 
image to ~eceive longe~ exposu~e while the ~est of the p~int 
is shielded (Swedlund, p. 399) 

BLOOMING: The clouding of varnish with age 
BLUSH: Term applied to lacquers when they become partially opaque, 

cloudy, o~ t~anslucent upon application o~ d~ying 
BRACKETING: As a margin fo~ error, the technique of making, in 

addition to a normal exposu~e, several exposu~es both over and 
unde~ the no~mal (Swedlund, p.399) 

CHIAROSCURO: In painting o~ drawing, the t~eatment and use of 
light and da~k, especially the gradation of light that 
p~oduces the effect of th~ee-dimensional form (Ha~tt, p. 977) 

DAMMAR: A common spirit varnish 
DODGING: Technique of lightening pa~t of the image in a p~int by 

shielding that section du~ing the exposure of the p~inting 
pape~ (Swedlund, p. 401) 

FILTER FACTOR: The number by which cor~ect exposure without 
filt~ation must be multiplied in orde~ to maintain the same 
effective exposure with a filter. The facto~ increases 
exposu~e to compensate fo~ the light withheld by the filter 
(Swedlund, p. 401). 

FOCAL LENGTH: The distance f~om the lens to the plane of focus 
when the lens is focused at infinity (Swedlund, p.40l) 

INFINITY FOCUS: The a~ea farthest from the came~a in which objects 
are ~ende~ed by the lens in sha~p frocus. This usually begins 
at 40 o~ 50 feet in f~ont of the camera and continues into the 
distance as far as 300 ya~ds. Infinity focusing de~ives f~om 
the phenomenon of light ~ays seeming to travel parallel to 
each othe~ over great distances rathe~ than at angles to one 
anothe~, as over short distances (Swedlund, p. 402). 

MASTIC: A common spi~it varnish 
OIL VARNISH: One of the two gene~al classifications of va~nish 

(the othe~ is spirit va~nish). Oil varnish dries mainly by 
chemical change and is less solvent than spi~it va~nish. 

PANCHROMATIC: Sensitive to the wavelenghts fo~ all colors in the 
visible spectrum (Swedlund, p. 403) 

PATINA: Often used as a general te~m for yellowed varnish layers 
that fo~m over and obscu~e an object 

PERSPECTIVE: Formula fo~ p~ojecting an illusion of 
three-dimensionality onto a flat su~face 

ATMOSPHERIC: Creates the illusion of distance by blu~ring 
of contou~s and the diminution of color intensity 

LINEAR: All parallel lines conve~ge on a single point on 
the ho~izon known as the vanishing point, and associated 
objects a~e ~ende~ed smaller the farthe~ f~om the viewer 
they are intended to seem (Hartt, p.98l) 

POUNCE-BAG TECHNIQUE: Ea~ly copying technique in which principal 



features of a painting were initially defined by pin pricking 
a sheet-overlay; then the pattern was transferred to a new 
panel by dusting the perforations with charcoal dust (Fleming, 
p.35). 

QUATROCENTO: Fifteenth century in Italian art 
SFUMATO: A smoke-like haziness that subtly softens outlines in 

paintings (Gardner, p.982) 
SLR (SINGLE-LENS REFLEX) CAMERA: A camera that has a built-in 

movable mirror at an angle to relect the light from the scene 
through the taking lens and pentaprism to a viewing screen. 
When the shutter release is pressed, the mirror flips up, 
allowing the light to pass through and expose the film 
(Swedlund, p. 401). 

SOLVENT VARNISH: Varnish that can usually be removed with 
solvents. Synonymous with spirit varnish 

SPIRIT VARNISH: Varnish made "from resins that are directly 
soluble in volatile solvents such as turpentine or white 
spirit, and that on evaporation of the solvent leave behind a 
film of resin having ... desired qualities" such as protective 
coating, gloss finish, etc. (Eastman Kodak, 1972, p. 177) 
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